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UM PUBLICATION: MONTANA NEEDS BETTER 
TECHNOLOGY TO COMPETE IN NEW DIGITAL ECONOMY
MISSOULA —
More Montanans are going online to conduct business, but the fiber-optic lines 
spanning the state aren’t necessarily capable of handling the escalating demand for 
high-speed Internet access, according to an article in the latest issue of the Montana 
Business Quarterly.
Montana’s information infrastructure is ranked among the poorest in the nation, 
placing the state’s citizens, businesses and educators at a severe disadvantage for 
competing in the new digital economy, according to the article “Strike Up the 
Bandwidth” by Amy Joyner. Addressing these infrastructure issues is important, as e- 
commerce could be a lifeline for Montana’s ever-vulnerable economy.
“E-business has created a border-less economy where Montanans can do 
business with anyone connected to the Internet,” the article says. “It could possibly 
even make up for the problems caused by Montana’s geographic isolation.”
By reaching out to new markets via the Internet, Montana may be able to 
improve its dismal ratings of last in the nation in average wages and 47th in per-capita 




The businesses most at risk from Montana’s lack of technology are those located 
in rural areas — even communities a few miles outside a population center struggle with 
poor Internet access.
Poor access inhibits businesses from running extensive databases, accepting 
online orders and taking full advantage of video and audio technology. Rural areas have 
access problems because providing a high-speed connection is costly, and potential 
users are few in these low-population areas.
Montana has a ways to go to improve its high-tech ranking of 46th in the nation, 
but the state is making some progress.
“The telecommunications industry is currently working to bring better 
connections to Montana,” the article says. Qwest (formerly US West) and rural 
telephone companies are expanding their lines and deploying high-tech equipment. 
Interconnects, Local Multi-point Distributions Services and extended fiber-optic 
systems are slowly making their way into the state.
The article also profiles four Internet-based Montana businesses and discusses 
their solutions to the challenges presented by the gaps in the state’s information 
infrastructure.
Other articles in the Summer 2000 Montana Business Quarterly include:
• “Global Business and the Smaller Company,” which discusses the 
results of a study of small companies in the northwest United States 
and their successes, failures and needs in the global market;
-more-
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• “Baseball Economics,” which examines the economic impact of 
minor-league baseball on communities; and
• “Speed Limit Laws,” a survey that analyzes data on traffic volume, 
accidents and fatalities before and after the 1995 passage of the 
“basic rule,” which eliminated the numeric speed limit and replaced 
it with a law stating that all driving had to be done in a “safe and 
prudent” manner.
Also included in the latest issue are the results of a survey by The 
University of Montana Bureau of Business and Economic Research on e- 
business among Montana manufacturers. In addition to this survey, the bureau 
has collected a variety of information on how Montana businesses and 
households are now using technology. This data will be presented at the 26th 
Annual Montana Economic Outlook Seminar series in early 2001 in nine 
locations throughout Montana. Researchers from the bureau also will discuss 
information technology trends and offer economic outlook forecasts for each 
seminar city.
For more information on the Montana Business Quarterly and the 26th Annual 
Montana Economic Outlook Seminar, contact The University of Montana Bureau of 
Business and Economic Research, Missoula, MT 59812, at (406) 243-5113 or visit the 
Web site at www.bber.umt.edu.
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